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Wolf vs tiger simulator wild family animals 3d

لدو  game مم بببلا  نداوو  واللا 100 %  If you like wild animals, then Wolf vs Tiger Simulator: Wild Animals 3D is a great choice for you! Play like a fearless wolf fighting tigers and enjoy beautiful LOW POLY graphics! Hunt, fight, play, travel, discover new places, create a big family and fight with them against
tigers in Wolf vs Tiger Simulator: Wild Animals 3D! Features: WOLF CUSTOMIZATIONSize any skin for your wolf and his family! HOME IMPROVEMENTKupe different items for your home. These items can generate various boosters to help you perform tasks and survive in forestRIDE and SHIPYou can
shorten your long journey on the map simply by riding a boat. You can create a big family. Find a partner and you can make children. Your family will always be with you, it can also protect you if you are fighting someone. But be careful! You can lose a family member if you don't protect your family from
powerful predators like tiger and bear! IMPROVE yourself and your familyContract the qualities of yourself and your family to be invincible in the forest. Choose the skin for your wolf cubWhen creating a wolf cub, you can choose any skin of your choice! Like his gender and choose a name. CREATURES
On your way you will meet many different animals and people. OPEN WORLD Walk through a beautiful forest, fishing village and large village. Run across the field and to the beach! Who knows ... Maybe you will find something interesting ... QUESTSDo interesting quests in the forest and gain experience
and gold for it. In the forest you have many friends who give you interesting tasks and tell you where the gold lies! GET DAILY GIFTSAs to come to the wolf simulator every day and get daily gifts! And at the end of the week get SKIN for free for yourself and your family! BEAUTIFUL LOW POLY
STYLEBeautiful world worked in detail in the style of LOW POLY. They have good hunting and fighting tigers! Follow us at: //www.facebook.com/pg/UnimixStudio/posts/?ref=page_internal/ Wolf Simulator: Wild Animals is a fun and interesting simulation game for animals in which you take control of a lone
wolf. You must help the wolf survive against the harsh reality of the wilderness and try to find food and shelter. Move around this open world and hunt prey - fight other animals such as deer, bears and foxes - you need to show your strength and prove your strength as a hunter! In addition to hunting, you
can also complete various different tasks for people in the world, such as charming produce and pulling carts. Remember that you can also raise your own wolf family - find a partner and raise your beautiful and adorable wolf cubs! Then you can teach them your hunting skills and raise them to become
wild hunters! This there is a lot of fun and will keep you entertained for hours! Release Date February 2018 Developer Wolf Simulator: Wild Animals 3D was developed by CyberGoldfinch. You should also try its other amazing animal simulator games like Fox Simulator 3D! Features Open-world wolf
simulator game with the ability to upgrade your wolf and customize its appearance You can increase your own wolf family various tasks around the map Many wild animals, which you can hunt, but choose the enemy wisely platform control WASD or arrow keys to move left click on spacebar attack jump
Shift on sprint &lt; The game will start after video (235 votes) Wolf vs Tiger Simulator is a fun open world animal simulator that you can enjoy online and for free on Silvergames.com. In this game you control the wolf to run on a huge land full of other animals. Some of them are friendly and you will be able
to communicate with them, but some may be your enemies. Being a wild animal for free in nature can be very fun. More so if you can communicate with bears, tigers, wolves, even humans and many others. Race against them, find coins and try to become unstoppable like a powerful wild wolf. Have fun
playing this free online game Wolf vs Tiger Simulator! Controls: Arrowkeys / WASD = Motion, Shift = Running, Space = Jump
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